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How do people feel about the support for the
unemployed, and those who receive it?
A study conducted by analysing Tweets to extract sentiments and
better understand what people actually feel.
Powered by Artificial Intelligence developed by DrAI.

Words in the Twitter 'scrape' re comments concerning unemployment support
Word

English

Tweets

työttömyys

unemployment

työttömäksi

(to be left) unemployed

työtön

unemployed

työttömälle

for unemployed

työttömän

genitive for unemployed

11901

työttömät

plural for unemployed

20092

työttömyyspäiväraha

unemployment daily allowance

301

työttömyystuki

unemployment support

439

ansiopäiväraha

*Daily allowance from the union

250

peruspäiväraha

*Daily allowance from Kela

ansioturva

earnings security

55844
9323
29308
3562

587
1298

Words agreed upon between YTK and DrAI, Oy as allowing full coverage of Twitter communications re topic

Phases in the Twitter 'scrape' re the
"unemployment"

1

2

3

Scrape for all

Keep only

Keep only

Tweets containing

Tweets

unique Tweets

list of words

containing more

(i.e., remove

than one word

duplicates)

Technical process
→ We scraped a massive amount of textual
content from Tweets in the Finnish language in
a two-step process
→ Our approach is to gather a massive amount of
data in our initial scrape, and then to filter that

132905

INDIVIDUAL TWEETS
G AT H E R E D R E
UNEMPLOYMENT

scrape such that the final data set for analysis
contains only highly-targeted information
directly concerning the topic of interest
→ We wanted to know how people in Finland talk,
think, and feel about those who receive
unemployment support
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D I R E C T LY A D D R E S S I N G T O P I C
OF INTEREST
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What concepts do individuals use to think about
unemployment?
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People have high levels of affect concerning unemployment. Of the nine
most important conceptual clusters dealing with unemployment --
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0.5

Fear

Knowledge

Anger

including 'employment' itself -- five conceptual clusters involved
emotions.
This indicates the high levels of emotion around unemployment.
In sum: unemployment is an emotionally-charged subject.

Employment

Time

Anticipation

Trust

Surprise

Society

Numbers represent the relative importance of conceptual clusters, as implied by words
in those categories. Categories indicated in red are emotionally-driven categories.
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A personal view of unemployment is linked to lower
negative emotions and more discussion of the specific
situations individuals face

Some Tweets involve considering employment in a
specific way: How does it impact people?
The first topic the AI algorithm found deals with unemployment as it pertains
to the individual, as is most clearly suggested by the presence of 'person' and
the presence of personal emotions ('fear', 'surprise', 'trust', 'joy').
It also contains the most negative emotions ('sadness', 'disgust') and more
discussions of specific 'situations.'
Research (Jahoda, 1982; Wanberg, 2012) suggests that individual
perception of unemployment differs from societal perception of
unemployment, and that individuals who themselves have been unemployed
or those who look at unemployed people as individuals tending to have far
more emotional (and often far more sympathetic) views regarding
unemployment than do those who view unemployment as a societal/political
issue.

This first topic has significantly lower levels on anger, anticipation, disgust and sadness; and
higher levels on trust, than does the more impersonal second topic. Overall, the first,
personal view of unemployment has lower levels of negative affects than does the more
impersonal view of unemployment in the second topic.
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An impersonal view of unemployment is linked to higher
negative emotions and higher levels of abstraction; such a
view appears to regard the unemployed as 'not like me'

Some Tweets involve considering unemployment in
an abstract way: How does it impact society?
The second topic the AI algorithm found deals with unemployment as it
pertains to society, ('society', 'good morals', 'religion', 'business', 'exchange')
and with abstract concepts ('time', 'free'), in a larger political sense.
As such, as scholarly research suggests, we find higher levels of anger,
anticipation, disgust and sadness, and lower levels of trust, at a significant
level, than in the first topic; this because these responses deal with
unemployment as an abstract, rather than a human phenomenon.
The comments which fall into this more abstract category generally are more
critical of the unemployed than are those in Topic One, often falling back
upon generalizations and stigmatization

This first topic has significantly lower levels on anger, anticipation, disgust and sadness; and
higher levels on trust, than does the more impersonal second topic. Overall, the first,
personal view of unemployment has lower levels of negative affects than does the more
impersonal view of unemployment in the second topic.
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In Goffman's theory of social stigma, a stigma is an attribute,
behavior, or reputation which is socially discrediting in a particular
way: it causes an individual to be mentally classified by others in an
undesirable, rejected stereotype rather than in an accepted, normal
one. ... (Goffman 1963:3).

Examining the stigma
Examples of the stigma of unemployment are clear from examining a few Tweets:
[3743] How can an unemployed person have an iPhone / iMac / iPad / add your own
candidate to this? So. Whoever is unemployed today has also been unemployed
yesterday, last week, last year and in a previous life, so he has never had money for
anything. Even those close to the unemployed are unemployed, always.
[3980] The unemployed of the 21st century can, if they wish, be ideologically
unemployed, raise subsidies and have a hobby. Someone chooses like this.
[3663] If the unemployed do not want to participate in improving their own lives with
various active activities for 1.5 hours a week, then the books of the world are already
mixed up.
[2130] The share of immigrants has risen to 16 per cent in Närpiö in recent years. Their
share of unemployment benefits is about half. Immigrants per 10,000 inhabitants
=1600, =200 unemployed. Cost / unemployed = 6000 € / year = 1.2 million / year.
Unemployment of native Finns only a couple!

Goffman, Erving. "Stigma and social identity." Understanding deviance: Connecting classical and contemporary
perspectives 256 (1963): 265.

Derogatory words used to describe individuals
receiving public support

The most common derogatory word used to
describe individuals who receive support is
'lazy', followed by 'poor'. More derogatory
words -- 'loser', 'problem', "worthless" -indicate that the stigma against those receiving
support is both persistent and damaging (Horan
& Austin, 1974; Lindbeck, 1995).

Words matter
In particular, the frequent occurrence of
words like "fuss", "punish",
"squat" / "squatting", "worst" and
"worthless" attribute to the unemployed
tendencies to hostility which is not true
and which can lead to the worst sorts of
reactionary tendencies

Derogatory phrases often used as if 'everyone knows' them to be true
repeat words and phrases
{1595} In the United States, Corona subsidies are feared to benefit mainly large companies and
professionals. Unemployed people and other losers will soon be forgotten, even if continuity of support,
like Finnish unemployment and social security, is necessary.

{2346} Unemployed Summer Vacation :) Unemployed Loser: Vacation Plans Club

{2390} Lazy unemployed speech is repeated in politicians' statements and in the media

{3479} Here are the vacancies in Finland where the unemployed are too lazy

{175} The unemployed is just a lazy rider who keeps a stick to force the couch up.

{3396} Proverb of the week! Unemployed earn more than employed -- the unemployed are just lazy!
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